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NOVEMBER UNIT 

"THE  MIND :  THOUGHTS ,  FEELINGS

AND  BEHAVIOR"

MINDFULNESS

POSITIVE  THINKING  AND

REFRAMING  THOUGHTS  

GROWTH  MINDSET  VS .  FIXED

MINDSET  

BRAIN  PSYCHOLOGY  AND  OUR

EMOTIONS  

ACTIVITIES/CRAFTS :  MINDFULNESS

DOODLE ,  MINDMAGAZINE  COLLAGE ,

BRAIN  MINDSET  AFFIRMATION   

specific  lessons ,  activities  and

crafts  are  modified  by  age  

NOVEMBER  2020

November Learning Lesson:

This  month 's  unit  is  focused  on  the  brain ,  the  mind ,

and  the  relationship  we  have  with  our  thoughts  and

feelings !  The  objective  of  this  month 's  lessons  are  

 to  teach  students  the  way  that  our  thoughts ,

feelings ,  and  actions  are  all  related  and  dependent

on  each  other  and  the  power  we  have  to  re-train

our  brains  and  mindset  based  off  what  we  think ,

what  our  minds  consume ,  and  what  we  focus  on .

Topics  included  are  mindfulness ,  the  brain ,  growth

and  f ixed  mindsets ,  and  reframing  our  negative

thoughts  to  positive  ones !

Kindergarten students play a "mummy" game where mummy gets
unraveled after a student says something kind to their classmate 



Mindfulness
allows the brain

to put space
between our
thoughts in

order to observe
them and the

way they make
us feel

Ms .  Pence

SCHOOL  COUNSELOR  

Ongoing projects 
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Hawk  House :  Afterschool  Middle  School

social-emotional  group  

Whole  Child  Mental  Health  Project

Exhibition  Wall :

This  quarter ,  we  have  a  few  ongoing  projects

including :

next  dates :  11 /11  (5th  and  6th  grade)

                   11 /18  (7th  and  8th  grade)

Students  began  working  on  a  mental  health

project  to  be  presented  before  Christmas .

Group  topics  are  coping  skil ls  including :

grounding ,  nutrition /exercise ,  journaling ,

meditation  and  prayer ,  and  mindfulness !  

From  now  until  Thanksgiving ,  students  may

create  a  piece  of  work  that  showcases  their

creativity  (poem ,  painting ,  drawing ,  cartoon

strip ,  etc . )  to  be  displayed  and  showcased  
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